
What  Can You Do with an Index Card? 

 

Old Standbys 

After distributing index cards to students: 

 Introduction/Roll call:  The first day of class, provide each student with an index card.  Ask them 

to write their names and anything unique that they would want you to remember about them.  

Instructors may also ask students to write generalized information about their appearance 

(“brown hair,” “blue glasses,”  “short”) and so on.  Instructor collects these to learn student 

names and relate the names to faces. 

 Muddiest Point (Angelo & Cross, 1993):  Ask students to write down their “muddiest points” 

about the content  (concepts they are still unsure about) 

 Cheat sheet:  Have students write what they want on the index card to be used on a test or final 

exam 

 I Don’t Know:  When students do have questions where the answer needs to be researched, 

have the student write the question on the index card to remind oneself to come back to it. 

 

Purpose:  Review Material or Use as Knowledge Probes 

Survivor –Inspired Review (Armenth-Brothers, 2010) 

 Pair students, and distribute four cards to each pair  

 Students write “A”,  “B,” “ C,” or “D” on each card (one letter per card) 

 Instructor asks multiple choice or true false (A = true, B = false) questions to the class (or has the 

questions on PowerPoint), and each pair discusses the questions and choose an answer. 

 Students keep track on how many answers they get 

 

Two Truths and a Lie 

 Pair students, and distribute two cards to each pair  

 Students peruse the text/class notes and on one card, write two true statements about the 

content and one false statement. 

 The other card has the answers (tell them not to mix up the order of true-false questions so that 

not everyone has two true statements followed by a false statement) 

 Each pair then will find another pair and “quiz” that pair; when done, both pairs will find 

another pair and so on until time is called. 

 Instructor may also adapt activity with multiple choice questions  

  



Purpose:  Assess Spelling or Vocabulary/Definitions/Concepts 

Word Scramble 

 Instructor makes up corresponding sets of index cards. 

 On one card, the instructor writes a definition. 

 On other cards, the instructor writes out the word, but only a few letters of the word on each 

card. 

o example: 

 on one card write:  A president who was a 5-star general in WWII 

 on another set of cards write one of the following letter sequences on each 

card: 

 eis   enh   ow   er   (scramble these cards) 

 These sets are spread around the room, and students go to each station trying to unscramble 

each term. 

 Students rotate to different stations until time is called. 

Guess the Word (2010) 

 The instructor writes vocabulary terms or names of concepts/events on index cards, one term 

per card. 

 Students are divided into two groups 

 Two chairs are set up at the front of the room with the back toward the board.  A person from 

each team sits in the chairs. 

 The instructor randomly chooses a card from the deck of terms, and writes it on the board (the 

two players cannot see it since they are facing away from the board). 

 One team provides clues for its player to guess the term.  After a time (maybe 15 seconds), the 

other team takes a turn to provide clues.   The team first player sitting up front who guesses 

earns the point 

 

  



Purpose:  Assess Application of Information 

Sentence Formation (Pearson, 2007) 

 The instructor writes two to three related concepts on a card.   

 Students will need to write a sentence which correctly relate and include all those concepts. 

 example:   cerebrum brain  meninges 

 Students may write:  “The cerebrum is the biggest part of the brain, and the brain is surrounded 

by meninges.” 

 

Categorize It (Pearson, 2007) 

 The instructor writes two related concepts on a card, and one concept that does not relate.   

 On a sheet of paper, students will cross out the concept that does not relate, then tell how the 

other two relate to each other. 

 example:   Einstein  time  DNA 

 Students may end up with the following: Einstein  energy  DNA 

“Einstein developed the energy equation E = mc2.”What Step is Next?  (Pearson, 2007) 

 The instructor writes a series of steps/order of events on cards, each card has one step/event in 

the process. 

 Students go through the cards, and place the steps/event in order.   

 

Purpose:  Assess Prediction  

What If?/How Would? (Pearson, 2007) 

 Instructor has a deck of index cards, each with a “what if” statement about a process or event 

that has been previously studied so that students could predict outcomes if anomalies occurred. 

o Example:  How would a person’s nourishment be affected if part of the small intestine 

were removed? 

o What if the South won the “War Between the States”? 

o What if (a step) in (a process) did not happen? 

 Instructor can pass them out to small groups or to individuals to answer. 
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Please write other ideas below: 


